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QUALITY

SECURITY

FUNCTIONALITY

Whether in the city or on forest paths: Wozinsky 
bags, lamps and helmets will prove themselves
on many routes. Durable, stable and very roomy 
purses for the trunk, handlebar, frame or saddle 
will make you feel comfortable on any trail.

When designing Wozinsky bags, we focus on maximum 
usability. They are matched to many models of frames and 
handlebars thanks to a variety of fasteners: Velcro, buckles 
or hooks. They have built-in components such as buckles 
and clasps that will not break or fall off. Many of

Do you like off-road bike trips? Wozinsky 
bags are good for any challenges. They are 
made of strong materials (including Oxford 

or EVA) with high resistance to wear and 
various weather conditions. They resist 

tearing, scratching, dirt, rain or snow. The 
bags have no visible seams, they are 

them have reflective elements that will ensure 
visibility at night.
Not enough? The offer also includes models of bags 
for the frame or the steering wheel with a transparent 
foil, which allows you to conveniently use the phone 
without having to take it out while driving.

extremely easy to clean - they perfectly 
protect their contents.



FRAME BAGS

WBB15BK
Front storage bag frame 5 L

WBB28BK
Front storage bag frame 1.7 L

WBB7BK

Front storage bag detachable 
phone pouch 

WBB11BK
Bicycle frame bag 1.5 L

WBB26BK

Front storage bag 1.5 L 
detachable phone pouch 

WBB6BK

Front storage bag frame phone 
case 1 L

WBB10BK
Bicycle frame bag 1.5 L

WBB25BK
Front storage bag frame 1 L

WBB2BK

Front storage bag frame phone 
case 1.5 L 

WBB23BK
Frame bottle bag 

WBB17BK
Front storage bag frame 2 L

Bicycle

Check out the Wozinsky bags - scan 
the QR code and watch the videos
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TRUNK BAGS - EXTREMELY DURABLE, EXTREMELY ROOMY
Wozinsky luggage rack bags have the largest capacity of any bicycle bag on offer. 
So you can take them on a weekend or mountain trip. They can accommodate
a lot! They have an exceptionally solid construction, so they don’t get scratched
or scraped.

Bicycle

REAR TRUNK BAGS 

WBB3BK

Bike trunk bag with shoulders 
strap 6 L

WBB1BK

Bike trunk bag with shoulders 
strap 13 L WBB13BK

Bike trunk bag 60 L 

WBB22BK

Bike trunk bag with shoulders 
strap 9 L

Bike trunk bag 24 L Bike trunk bag 28 L

WBB19BK

Bike trunk bag with shoulders 
strap 35 L 

WBB31 -BK, -YE, -RE

2 in 1 backpack and bike bag 
23 L

WBB33BK

2 in 1 backpack and bike bag 
30 L

WBB34BKWBB32BK

2 IN 1 BACKPACKS AND BIKE BAGS

Bike trunk bag 25 L
WBB24 -YE, -RE ,-BK

WBB30BK

2 in 1 backpack and bike bag 
40 L
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HANDLEBAR BAGS

WBB4BK

Bicycle front frame handlebar 
bag 0.9 L WBB12BK

Bicycle handlebar bag 2 L 

WBB18BK

Bicycle front frame handlebar 
bag

WBB16BK

Bicycle front frame handlebar 
bag 1 L

MULTIFUNCTIONAL BAGS

WBB29BK
Thermal cycling bottle bag

WBB35BK
Thermal cycling bottle bag

Bicycle and electric scooter
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Bicycle bag under the saddle 
0.6 L 
WBB8BK

Bicycle bag under the saddle 
12 L 
WBB9BK

Bicycle bag under the saddle 
WBB20BK

Bicycle bag under the saddle 
1.5 L 
WBB27BK

UNDER THE SADDLE BAGS

MOUNT IT WHERE YOU WANT

More than one way to attach  is... Wozinsky. You can attach 
thermal cycling bags to the handlebars, frame or under the 

saddle. Strong, adjustable Velcro fasteners ensure good 
stabilization of the purse. In addition, a fabric has been sewn 

inside the bag that will maintain the temperature of the 
drink regardless of the weather. Just how you like it!



WSB5BK
Waterproof Scooter Cover

Bicycle and electric scooter

BICYCLE AND SCOOTER ACCESSORIES

WBHBK3

Adjustable phone bike mount 
for handlebar 

WBHBK4

Adjustable phone bike mount 
for handlebar 

WSG-B01

Polarized bike sunglasses
+ lens set 

Bicycle water bottle holder
WMT-01
Bicycle Multitool set 11 in 1

WUP-01
Universal 5 in 1 bicycle pump

WBH-B01
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WFBLB2
Front bicycle light

WRBLB2
Rear bicycle light

WSB2BK

Electric scooter handlebar 
bag 4 L

Electric scooter handlebar 
bag 6 L

Electric scooter handlebar 
bag 3 L

Electric scooter handlebar 
bag 2 L

WSB1BK WSB4BK WSB3BK

ELECTRIC SCOOTER BAGS



Distribution

�

+48 530 693 555

distributor:

JOIN THOUSANDS OF USERS WHO HAVE 
CHOSEN WOZINSKY ACCESSORIES

Wozinsky means functionality, interesting design and a wide offer. We have extremely 
popular bicycle bags as well as car holders and mobile accessories that serve 

thousands of users all over Europe. Decathlon or eBay are among the companies that 
trusted us. Check it for yourself!
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� amazon.de/wozinsky




